The process of wave equation continuation (migration) is adapted for refraction data in order to produce velocity-depth models directly from the recorded data. The procedure consists of two linear transformations: a slant stack of the data produces a wave field in the p -T plane which is then downward continued using T = 0 as the imaging condition. The result is that the data wave field is linearly transformed from the time-distance domain into the slowness-depth domain, where the velocity profile can be picked directly. No traveltime picking is involved, and all the data are present throughout the inversion.
p -z plane.
The downward continuation part of this technique is iterative because it is necessary to specify a velocity function. Convergence is achieved when the extracted velocity function is the same as that input to the continuation. In the examples we have tested, convergence was obtained in less than tive iterations.
We present the theory for the inversion of refraction profiles by double transformation of the data wave field. The method is illustrated with several synthetic examples and with a line of refraction data recorded in the Imperial Valley, California.
For real data. the chief limitation on the method presented here is the ability to produce a reasonable slant stack of the data. The paucity and sometimes significant lateral variations that occur in typical refraction surveys will introduce artifacts into the slant stack. If the artifacts are too severe, then the applicability of the method is doubtful. Also, we make no attempt here to utilize the information contained in the subcritical reflections.
THEORY
The data recorded in a typical refraction experiment is in the format of a common shot gather. Making the assumption that velocity varies only with depth, it is equivalent to treat such data as a common midpoint (CMP) gather. We shall use symbols f for 
In other words, the two-dimensional (2-D) Fourier transform of P evaluated along the slice -2wp is the Fourier transform with respect to time of its projection 5' (T, p). For a more detailed presentation of these concepts, see Bracewell (1956) and Bracewell and Riddle (1967) . The main result of slant stacking is that the observed wave held is decomposed into plane wave (fixed p) components, each of which can be downward continued separately. The object of inversion is to find the v(z) [or, equivalently, in the present formulation, the v-' (z)] function. However. the continuation step requires a velocity-depth function. Thus, obtaining a solution is necessarily an iterative process. Convergence is presumably to a unique model because there are no artificial constraints on the convergence path; the data set itself contains and provides the solution. The convergence criterion is that the output wave held images the same 1t-r (a) function that was input to the downward continuation. and this state can be detected by conparing the p -z wave hclds at successive iterations.
SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES
It is possible to implement wave held inversion in an interactive mode in which the slowness function extracted from the imaged wave field at each step is used as the continuation velocity for the next iteration. In this section we present a detailed example of inversion in an interactive mode. An example of automated convergence is included. but the production of a totally automatic inversion scheme that is able to adapt to a variety of conditions is far beyond the scope of_ this paper.
The most important aspect of inversion by wave field imaging is the determination of the location of the desired slowness trajectory in the downward continued (p -2) wave field. In Figure 2a , which illustrates the result of continuation with the correct r(z) function, it is clear that the relationship between the image in the wave held and the corresponding slowness trajectory (the solid line) is not trivial. Fortunately, this relationship can be predicted. As we show below, the continuation itself has certain self-stabilizing feedback properties which enable a velocity profile to be estimated accurately from the use of any arbitrary criterion for locating the slovvness trajectory, provided that it is consistently applied.
In Figure 2a it can be seen that the optimal slowness trajectory is near. but not coincident with, the maximum amplitude locus in the imaged wave field. Part of the reason for this is that the p -z wave field images reflection coefficients. and each of these contains a phase shift which depends upon the angle of incidence and the velocity gradient at the ray bottoming point. Specifically. if one assigns zero shift to refraction branches and precritical reflections, then wide-angle reflections have phase shifts which progress from rr/2 at the critical reflection to rr at large offsets, and any ray which touches an internal caustic receives an additional n/2 shift. The latter occurs, for example. to rays which are refracted in a region of sufficiently high velocity gradient that a triplication is produced in the traveltime curve. The existence of these phase shifts suggests that better convergence could be obtained by identifying those p ranges containing particular types of arrivals and applying appropriate phase shifts. This idcntification could be made in the p -T plane since the radii of curvature of refraction and refection p -T loci have opposite signs (cf., Figure lb) . Alternatively, an algorithm which is independent of phase shift could be sought.
We refrain from making progressive phase shifts as a function of p in the p -r wave field. as described above. because this requires one to make a specific interpretation which may bias the inversion results. Instead, we have shifted the phase of the entire wave held by Sa/4. The result. for the wave field in Figure 2a . is shown in Figure 2b . This phase shift consists of three contributions, First, there is a n/2 shift associated with the requirement that the far-field radiation condition be satisfied (cf., Aki and Richards, 1980, p, 417). Then, there is a rr/4 shift due to the fact that we are dealing with a 2-D representation of propagation in three dimensions (Chapman. 1978 ). These two shifts are exact for all p values. The final shift of ~r/2 is the average associated with the range of reflection cocflicicnts expected for the various arrivals (refractions and reflections) in a typical refraction profile.
With the net phase shift of Srr/4. the locus containing the maximum positive amplitudes (or the first significant pulse when considering real data) in an imaged wave held should cvcrywhere be within rr/2 of the correct slowness locus. Using this modified form of the imaged wave fields. it was straightforward to obtain convcrgcnce to the neighborhood of the correct model by using a very simple criterion for determining the approximate location of the slowness trajectory at each iteration. The exact phase shift applied is not critical since it dots not enter into the end product directly. It simply alters the criterion for locating the optimal slowness trajectory relative to the p -z wave lield without altering the position of the trajectory itself.
Downward continuation is a stable operation, even with highly erratic velocity-depth input functions. It does not matter if slowness trajectories are located incorrectly in intermediate iterations; these effects are not cumulative from iteration to iteration because the downward continuation at cache step always_ starts withy the original slant stacked wave held. Also, it does not matter if the criterion used to tind the slowness trajectory changes from one intermediate iteration to the next. In fact, we found that when picking trajectories by hand, the picking criterion evolved from iteration to iteration. and differ-cnt criteria were used over different p ranges in the attempt to attain convergence. All of this is expected and is a direct consequence of the various phase shifts associated with different types of arrivals as described above. None of the evolutionary process enters or biases the final solution. provided identical picking triter-ia are used on the two successive output wave fields used to identify the condition of convergence. The appropriate criterion is a function of p and is definable as that which produces convergence to a single slowness-depth line. This definition can be used directly to obtain convergence without any knowledge of arrival types or phase shifts.
The slant-stacked wave field in Figure Figures 3c and 3d) . the solution did not converge further. but oscillated between the two positions represented by iterations 4 and 5. This oscillation indicates a consistent bias associated with the criterion of maximum positive amplitude used for picking the slowness locus, This oscillation is a useful behavior and will be discussed below, It is encouraging that such a simple criterion produces a result close to and exhibiting the same general shape as the desired curve (Figure 3e) . In fact, for many practical purposes, this level of convergence (<2 percent error in velocity when averaged over the profile) is already adequate. The example in Figure 3 illustrates one approach to inversionfinding a model which is in some sense a single best-fit curve to the data. The uncertainty in such a model is indicated in the present scheme by the width of the p -z image at convergence and is directly derived from the frequency content and the time resolution in the original data.
Another approach to inversion concentrates on determining the envelope of all possible models that are consistent with a given data set (cf., McMechan and Wiggins. 1972; Bessonova et al, 1974 Bessonova et al, , 1976 ). In wave field inversion an explicit envelope can be determined by using a property of the downward continuation algorithm. If a continuation is performed with a velocity estimate that is too high at every depth, it will indicate depths that are everywhere too great. Conversely, if the continuation velocity is consistently too low, consistently shallow depths are produced. We have also seen (Figures 3c and 3d ) that a consistent bias produces convergence to two pseudo-stable states. These states are mutually inverse (i.e.. imaging with either of the corresponding velocity functions produces the other). This idea has a num- the downward continuation algorithm, an uncompensated phase shift at some z (which in effect produces a shifted slowness estimate) leads to an offset in : for all greater values of z. An error in picking at shallow z will be present at all greater z, and subsequent errors are cumulative. Although many of the examples presented here involve the use of maximum positive amplitude as a slowness picking criterion, this restriction is easy to relax. Maximum positive amplitude has been used because it is a stable criterion for producing rapid convergence to the neighborhood of the correct solution but, by itself, it cannot produce complete convergence to a single line. In general, it is sufficient to know that convergence is defined by the coincidence of the input slowness trajectory and its image. When this coincidence is obtained, no matter how devious or empirical the route. all the correct phase shift:, will have been included and any envelopes obtained at previous steps will have collapsed to a single line.
Amplitude information can be used to speed convergence. For example, in Figure 2a, Figures 2a and 2b) . Another subjective aid is inherent in the level of focusing of the slowness image in the imaged wave field. The image becomes better focused as the correct velocity estimate is approached (compare Figures 3a and 3b) . The reason that amplitude constraints (e.g.. the increased amplitude associated with a critical reflection) enter the solution only in a subjective way is that the present form of wave field inversion is still based on integral constraints tin the form of traveltimes) on the velocity-depth function. Amplitude information is an expression of the behavior of velocity gradients and so provides derivative constraints. In order to make use of such information the data must be recorded so that true amplitudes may be recovered. and a prestack scaling of data by (2/r)' ' can be included to compensate for geometrical spreading (cf.. Phinney et al. 1980) . Certain types of data, such as typical marine profiles and the Imperial Valley data presented below, contain prominent multiple reflections. Since these arrivals often mask primary arrivals. their removal is the topic of much research. The transformations discussed here may be applied to this problem. Figure 5a contains the plane-wave decomposition of a synthetic data profile consisting of both primary arrival branches and their first free-surface multiple branches. In the p -T plane. the energy in the multiple is separated from the primary energy since. for each p. it plots at twice the T of the primaty. Similarly, in the imaged wave field in Figure 5b . the primary and multiple images are separated.
Note this approach to multiple removal is also valid for data collected over structures other than flat layers. The transformations themselves do not contain any restricting assumptions about the origin of the data (slant stacking does not involve any velocity assumptions, and even migration at a grossly incorrect velocity would still separate primaries and multiples). There are. however, still problems where a precritical reflection branch of a multiple crosses a primary branch. An alternate approach to multiples attempts to utilize the information present in them. We leave migration of multiples for future consideration.
The presence of a low-velocity zone in the velocity model will introduce an unknown which cannot be determined by examining refracted arrivals alone. The traveltime shadow zone associated with a low-velocity zone tin the t -h domain) becomes transformed into a jump in T at constant p in the p -r domain. The subcritical reflections may provide the necessary information to determine the structure of the low-velocity zone.
Finally, it is of theoretical interest that we have empirically shown there is a direct correspondence between Wiechert-Herglotz inversion and downward continuation. We expect that an asymptotic or stationary phase form of the inversion equation (to delete the w-dependence) can formally be shown to be equivalent to the Wiechert-Herglotz integral. Also. these concepts are expected to be applicable to the inversion of surface waves as well as body waves since it is possible. with certain assumptions. to invert a dispersion curve with the Wiechert-Herglotz integral (Takahashi. 1955: Nolet and Kennett. 1978) . These topics are the stmjects of current investigation.
APPLICATION TO RECORDED DATA
In order to evaluate the applicability of wave held inversion to actual held data. a digitized refraction profile of high spatial density was obtained from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). These data. which are presented in Figure 6a . were recorded in the Imperial Valley of southern California in 1979.
With one important exception. the analysis of the Imperial Valley data followed closely the interactive procedure outlined above in the analysis of the synthetic data of Figure la. The exception is that the slowness picking criterion was not fixed, but was allowed to change progressively so the solution converged to a single line rather than an envelope. The data were slant stacked to produce the p -r wave field shown in Figure 6b . At each iteration. the slowness trajectory was extracted by hand from the imaged wave held. Convergence was obtained in four iterations. In Figure 6c . the velocity-depth profiles corresponding to the second and the linal (the fourth) iterations. are shown. Also in Figure 6c is the velocity profile obtained independently by W. Mooney of the USGS from a detailed ray-tracing analysis of an earlier reversed refraction line in the same area. This previous line was approximately parallel to the one analyzed here: the shopoint for the later profile also corresponded nearly exactly to the previous shotpoint. Thus, it is reasonable to make a general comparison of the results of the two studies as presented in Figure 6c . There are some features of this Imperial Valley example which illustrate points made in the theoretical discussion above. For example, the data (Figure 6a ) contain two regions of decreased resolution in the first arrival branch, one between 7-and 9-km offset where there is a decrease in amplitude. and one between 13. and l5-km offset where there is an apparent increase in the noise level. These two regions can be seen in transformed form in both the slant-stacked and downward-continued wave fields where they indicate an increased local uncertainty in 7 and Z, respectively. From the width of the slowness image. the depth resolution is estimated to be of the order of 0. I km on the average, with better resolution at those depths associated with clear arrivals in the data and worse at those depths associated with noisy and less coherent arrivals. The prominent free-surface multiple PP. which can be seen in the data, is also transformed into the p -7 and p -z damains~as predicted in Figure 5 .
During the inversion of the recorded data, the focusing observed with the synthetic data was very noticeable. As the correct velocity profile was approached. the sharpness of focus of the slowness trajectory approached that seen in the slant stacked wave field.
In comparing Figures 6b and 6d, which seem to image to horizontal lines. These are located near I.5km depth and may be precritical reflections from small velocity contrasts, but we see no evidence for any large velocity discontinuities in this profile. In this section the inversion of refraction data by wave field transformations has been demonstrated by the processing of a real data set from the Imperial Valley, California. These preliminary results encourage further application and development of the method.
CONCIL' SIONS
We have presented an altematc method for inversion of spatially dense refraction data that is baxcd on the technique of wave field continuation. The main advantages of the method are that the entire wave field is present throughout the inversion and the desired feature (the ve!ocit:r--depth cur in, 1 ~1 is extracted direct!y fmm its image in the output wave field. This eliminates the subjective bias which can occur when traveltime or tau curves are picked. The method is robust and is self consistent in the sense that a consistent bias in extracting the image will produce convergence to a bistable state which envelops the optimal solution. The depth resolution is indicated by the width of the p -z image and is derived directly from the frequency content and the time resolution in the original data. The method has been used. apparently successfully, to invert a data set recorded in the Imperial Valley. California.
